In this paper, we introduce generalized tribonacci octonion sequence which is a generalization of the third order recurrence relations. We investigate many identities which are created by using generalized tribonacci sequence. We get different results for these classes of octonions, comprised recurrence relation, summation formulas, Binet formula, norm value and generating function.
INTRODUCTION
Tribonacci numbers which are described as
for ≥ 4, with initial conditions = 1, = 1 and = 2.
The generalized tribonacci sequence is the generalization of the sequences tribonacci, Padovan, Narayana and third order Jacobsthal sequences. The generalized Tribonacci sequence defined as In Clifford algebra, octonions are a normed division algebra with eight dimensions over the real numbers larger than the quaternions. For and ∈ ℝ ( = 0,1, ⋯ ,7), the field of octonion = ∑ and = ∑ is an eight-dimensional non-commutative and non-associative (but satisfy a weaker form of a associativity) algebra generated by eight base elements , , ⋯ , and which satisfy the non-commutative and non-associative multiplication rules. Afterwards the Fibonacci octonion numbers are given in [1] . For ≥ 0 the Fibonacci octonion numbers that are given for the -th classic Fibonacci number are defined by the following recurrence relation:
= .
Also the sum and subtract of and are
where ∈ ℚ can be written as, respectively.
= −
is the conjugate of and this operation provides = , + = + and ⋅ = ⋅ for all , ∈ ℚ. The norm of an octonion is defined ( ⋅ ) = ( ) ( ) and
Octonions are alternative but not commutative and not associative,
where ⋅ is the product on the octonions.
We give a definition of generalized tribonacci sequence which is a generalization of tribonacci numbers. Also we consider generalized tribonacci octonions which contain tribonacci, Padovan, Narayana octonions. In our work, we introduce for finding special identities of generalized tribonacci octonions. We motivate by their results in [2] , [3] and [4] . In [3] , they studied Horadam octonions. In [5] , they considered Padovan and Pell-Padovan quater-nions which is the third order quaternions. In our mind, with generalized tribonacci sequence helped us for construct the recurrence relations of the generalized tribonacci octonions. The generalized tribonacci octonions
, are the example of the third order octonions with ≥ 3,
where is the −th generalized tribonacci sequence. Generalized tribonacci sequence was examined in detail [6] , [7] and it was shown that this sequence is used to generalize all the third order linear recurrence relations on octonions.
Note that, the second order linear recurence octonion sequences for example in [8] , they defined modified Pell and Modified −Pell octonions and in [9] , authors studied Pell octonions. Moreover in [10] , ( , ) −Fibonacci octonions are obtained which is the same results in [3] but the initial conditions are ( , ) = 0 and ( , ) = 1 , also in [11] . Another octonionic sequence was devoted to studying Jacobsthal and Jacobsthal-Lucas octonions in [12] . Furthermore in [13] , they derived thirdorder Jacobsthal quaternions, now we expand all third order recurrence octonion sequences in one recurrence relations. New identities and relations were introduced in [14] , which is on tribonacci quaternions. Also in [15] , authors considered the bicomplex generalized tribonacci quaternions. Generalized tribonacci octonions were studied in [16] , we expect to find octonions in a new third order recurrence concepts.
GENERALİZED TRİBONACCİ OCTONİONS
The generalized tribonacci octonions , are the example of sequences defined by a recurrence relation for ≥ 3, where
